
 

Gets MORE 
Wind in Your 

Sails! 
Now with High Absorption 

Turmeric.  
16+ Million Sold. 

 

 
…”Super Heart” health pill is now even BETTER at giving you 

MORE ‘get up and go’. New and improved formula includes high 
absorption CurcuWIN® turmeric for elevated immunity support. 

 
Turns out age really is just a number. Countless Americans are 

now rediscovering what it’s like to live with more wind in their sails.  
 
No longer are they prisoners in their armchairs, watching life pass 

them by. Instead they’re doing the gardening... embarking on long 
cycle rides... giving back doing charity work... chasing the grandkids 
around the park... and doing all the things that give life joy. 

 

What’s their secret? 
 

Omega Q Plus MAX 
 
A one-of-a-kind heart health 

supplement. A supplement packed 
with all the heavy hitters for healthy 
arteries, energizing blood flow and 
more.  

 

MUCH more. 
 

 



Because along with heart health, Omega Q Plus MAX also has 
you covered for: 

 
● Cellular energy 
● Support against oxidative stress 
● Eye health 
● Brain and cognitive health 
● Aging 
● Skin health  

 
In fact, everything you need for feeling younger than you have in 

years and embracing a life filled with adventure, activity, and joy. 
 

 

“Just got results from doctor good cholesterol was 
great. I have tons of energy to keep up with my 
active granddaughter. i just ordered 7 months” - 

Bridget Z., SC  
 

Reviews are not represenative of the results you can expect and 
personal experience may vary. 

  
In fact, Omega Q Plus MAX is GUARANTEED to add a bigger 

skip to your step within 60 days. Or you won’t pay a cent. 
 
That’s a bold claim.  
 
Yet you’ll understand why when you know who developed it. 

 

Formulated by America’s Highly Respected 
Cardiologist Dr. Stephen Sinatra 
 



      You might have seen him on 
CNN, MSNBC, and The Doctor Oz 
Show…heard him on the radio… 
or read his best-selling book The 
Great Cholesterol Myth. Dr. 
Stephen Sinatra is one of 
America’s most sought after and 
highly respected cardiology and 
nutrition experts. 
 
        He’s helped tens of 
thousands of people to achieve 
better heart health—and lead long, 
healthy, active lives.  
  

“These nutritional supplements, 
having sold over 16 million bottles 

since their introduction, have 
helped hundreds of thousands of 
people achieve and maintain their 
heart health goals," - Dr. Sinatra.  
 

From his 40 years of treating patients and researching heart 
healthy nutrition, Dr. Sinatra knows more about the heart than most. 
 

And he always found it frustrating to see so many patients 
stocking up on CoQ10 and Omega 3 and think that was heart heatlh 
taken care of. 

 
It isn’t.  
 
The heart has to work in harmony with all the other organs.  
 
The heart also needs healthy blood sugar, low levels of free 

radicals, and a healthy immune response for it to be strong and 
healthy.  

 
So Dr. Sinatra dug deep into the latest scientific research and 

nutritional breakthroughs in heart health.  
 
His goal: To develop a supplement that addresses heart health 

from ALL angles. 
 

The result is Omega Q Plus. A one-of-a-kind ‘super heart’ formula 
that contains all the heavy hitters to support healthy aging:  



 
● Heart healthy DHA from CalaMarine® Omega-3 oil 
● A full 100 mg of absorbable Hydro Q-Sorb® CoQ10 (critical for 

anyone over 60 or taking a statin medication) 
● Powerful, concentrated Trans-Resveratrol in a form the body 

needs 
 
And now the formula has got even BETTER with the addition of 

turmeric. 
 
But no ordinary turmeric. 

 

New and Improved with CurcuWIN® Turmeric 
 

You may know already that turmeric is a potent natural ingredient 
for supporting a healthy immune system. 

 

Yet what you may not have 
known is that the body has a hard 
time absorbing turmeric. 

 
Until recently, the best way 

of improving absorption was to 
combine it with black pepper.  

 
Sure, the rate of absorption 

is better.  
 
But it still wasnt high 

enough to satisfy Dr. Sinatra.  
 

 
HATE choking fistfuls of pills each 

morning? You’ll LOVE Omega Q Plus 
MAX. It feeds your body with a 

MOTHERLOAD of heart healthy 
nutrients in seconds, while being less 
than half the size of a one cent coin. 

So just as he sought the most bioavailable forms of Omega 3 and 
CoQ10...  

 
Dr. Sinatra tracked the most absorbable form of Mother Nature’s 

immunity booster he could find: CurcuWIN® turmeric. 
 

What makes CurcuWIN® special? 



 
Good question. 

 
The secret to CurcuWIN®’s incredible rate of absorption is that 

it’s formulated using speical proprietary technology to enahcne the 
absorption of 23 cucuminoids- the active ingredient in turmeric. 

 
The result is that CurcuWIN® increases absorption 46X better 

than off-the-shelf turmeric!  
 
And inside your body, this means it’s like opening up a fire hose 

on unhealthy inflammation... giving you more vim and vigor in daily life. 
 

4 in 5 Report Better Health Scores 
 

With the addition of CurcuWIN®, Omega Q Plus® MAX certainly 
looks great on paper.  

 
Yet it’s real life results that matter. 
 
A team of scientists from KGK labs in Ontario sought to find out 

exactly WHAT results people can expect from Omega Q Plus®. 
 
A total of 50 people with an average age of 60 were given Omega 

Q Plus® twice daily for four weeks. Half of them already had healthy 
cholestoral. The other half took statins. 

 
Supplementing with Omega Q Plus was the only change to their 

diet. And they weren’t asked to do any strenuous daily exercise that’s 
impossible to sustain long-term. 

 
So at the end of the study, when the scientists checked their 

CoQ10 levels they were STUNNED!  
 

Nearly every person had INCREASED their CoQ10 levels!  
 



In fact, overall the group with healthy cholesterol had a 49 
percent average boost in CoQ10. While those on statins did even 
better.  

 
Their CoQ10 levels had ROCKETED 60 percent. 
 
Results that delighted Dr. Sinatra almost as much as the study’s 

participants. 
 
“This clinical study left me amazed by just how fast 96 percent of 

subjects saw a noticeable change in their CoQ10 levels - a 55 percent 
lift on average, after as little as four weeks,” said Dr. Sinatra.  

 
Yet that’s not the only study to record a dramatic transformation 

in people’s health after supplementing with Omega Q Plus. 
 

A survey of 74 customers revealed: 
 

● 4 out of 5 reported better heart health check-ups 
● 7 out of 10 reported having more energy 
● 9 out of 10 said Omega Q Plus is one of the most important 

supplements they take 
 

PLUS customers reported they felt more active.  
 
They ALSO said Omega Q Plus made them feel better than 

taking four supplements separately. 
 

 

“This is the second year that I’ve 
been taking Omega Q Plus. I 
enjoy consistently good energy 
and excellent health at age 79. 
This is one product I would never 
omit from my regimen.” - Norma  

 


